Campaign Management Release Notes:
Delete OPPS Agencies
This enhancement provides the ability to delete one or more OPPS agencies within a user’s organization.
Once an agency has been deleted, all reference to that agency under the organization is also removed. This
includes all Designation Panels, Designation Panel Groups, Campaign and Donor Group Designation Panel
Exceptions, and Matching Gift Program Rule Inclusions and Exclusions. Any designations made to the agency
before it is deleted will still exist and process in the system.
This enhancement is permission based and can be added from the Campaign Management Permission
Settings.
To enable this feature for a user in OPPS, take the following steps:
1. Log in to Campaign Management and navigate to the left navigation tree. Select the
node.
2. Search the system for a user or group.
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3. Click the key icon (

) in the Action column to edit the permissions for a user or group.

4. Click the expand button ( ) to open and view the “Organization” permission settings. Scroll down
the page to “Delete Organization Agency Reference Count Override” and check “Grant” to enable
this feature.
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5. Click

at the bottom of the page.

6. The next time the user logs in to OPPS, they will have the ability to delete OPPS agencies from any
organization they are associated to.
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Note: A warning will appear to remind you that once the agency is deleted, it will be removed from
all Designation Panels, Designation Panel Groups, Campaign and Donor Group Designation Panel
Exceptions, and Matching Gift Program Rule Inclusions and Exclusions. Click “OK” to continue.

7. If a donor searches for the agency on the donor site after it has been deleted, it will not appear in
the search results. If an agency is deleted after a donor has already designated to the agency, all
gift history details will still appear on the Donation History page and the funds will be processed and
disbursed as normal.
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